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A B S T R A C T

This paper reports research exploring how trends in local labour market conditions during the period 2007–2011 (early stages of the ‘great recession’) relate to reported mental illness for individuals. It contributes to research on spatio-temporal variation in the wider determinants of health, exploring how the lifecourse of places relates to socio-geographical inequalities in health outcomes for individuals. This study also contributes to the renewed research focus on the links between labour market trends and population health, prompted by the recent global economic recession. We report research using the Scottish Longitudinal Study (SLS), a 5.3% representative sample of the Scottish population, derived from census data (https://sls.lscs.ac.uk/). In Scotland, (2011) census data include self-reported mental health. SLS data were combined with non-disclosive information from other sources, including spatio-temporal trends in labour market conditions (calculated using trajectory modelling) in the 32 local authority areas in Scotland. We show that, for groups of local authorities in Scotland over the period 2007–2011, trends in employment varied. These geographically variable trends in employment rates were associated with inequalities in self-reported mental health across the country, after controlling for a number of other individual and neighbourhood risk factors. For residents of regions that had experienced relatively high and stable levels of employment the odds ratio for reporting a mental illness was significantly lower than for the reference group, living in areas with persistently low employment rates. In areas where employment declined markedly from higher levels, the odds ratio was similar to the reference group. The findings emphasise how changes in local economic conditions may influence people's health and wellbeing independently of their own employment status. We conclude that, during the recent recession, the economic life course of places across Scotland has been associated with individual mental health outcomes.

1. Main text

This paper reports on research exploring how changing local labour market conditions during the recent ‘great recession’ (the major global economic downturn beginning 2007/2008) relate to reported mental illness in Scotland. This research contributes to a growing body of international literature (reviewed below) suggesting that the public health impacts of the ‘great recession’ have been significant and widespread, associated with various health outcomes including for mental health. However, the pathways connecting economic shocks and mental health over time remain poorly understood, and it is less clear whether some communities and regions within countries are particularly vulnerable to these economic circumstances. In addressing these questions, the paper also contributes to research examining how spatio-temporal variation of environmental risk factors developing over the lifecourse of places may relate to inequalities in health outcomes for individuals (Matthews, 2017; Murray et al., 2013; Lekkas et al., 2017; Pearce, 2018). Recent work on the lifecourse of place has shown that there can be critical periods during life when places can influence subsequent health outcomes, often much later in life (Pearce et al., 2018). Work in this area is also showing that the influence of place can be accumulative, with place-based characteristics at different points in...
life combining synergistically to shape individual health trajectories (Kwan, 2004; Gatrell, 2011; Norman and Boyle, 2014; Cherrie et al., 2018). This is an agenda which presents challenges for quantitative research, as discussed below. The research presented here also contributes to the debate regarding the complex relationship between individual and contextual risks for health (Macintyre et al., 2002; Smith and Easterlow, 2005; Cummins, et al., 2007; Bambra, 2016), since we illustrate here (both with reference to other research and from our own findings) how living in areas that are impacted by economic recession may have significance for health and wellbeing of local people, even if they do not themselves become unemployed.

2. Background to the research – a review of existing evidence

It is widely recognized that health inequality is importantly affected by the ‘wider’ (social) determinants of individual health (WHO, 2008), which operate across local communities, at the ‘collective’ (or ‘contextual’) as well as the individual level, and that these processes are complex, operating differently over time for different socio-demographic groups and in different settings (Diez-Roux and Mair, 2010; Bailey, 2009; Curtis and Riva, 2010; Pearce, 2018). Rigorous research on determinants of population health is increasingly being used to inform action on ‘place shaping for health’ in sectors outside the medical services, as well as in the fields of public and community health services (Learmonth and Curtis, 2013; NHS Scotland, 2018). Evidence from research can help us understand the potential health impacts of changing socio-economic conditions at the local scale, within countries, and also internationally. In this respect, research which examines these wider determinants of health from a temporal as well as a spatial perspective is especially relevant.

Employment conditions are known to be important as ‘wider determinants’ of health (Bartley et al., 2006; Paul and Moser, 2009; Bambra, 2011; Riva et al., 2011; Popham et al., 2012; Cubillo et al., 2018; Van der Wel et al., 2018) but the nature, scale and significance of relationships between health and labour market effects over time are not fully understood. This argument is emphasised in a number of commentaries and reviews conducted from an international perspective (Faculty of Public Health (undated); Ferrarini et al., 2014; Glonti et al., 2015; Laaksonen et al., 2009; Meltzer et al., 2010; NHS Health Scotland, 2015; Reeves et al., 2015; ScotPHO, 2012; Tefft, 2011; Toffolutti and Suhrcke, 2014; Uutela, 2010). Several of these underline the need to improve the evidence base by conducting more research which uses longitudinal rather than cross sectional data (Benach et al., 2014; Frasquilho et al., 2016; Glonti et al., 2015). There is also a need for more research which examines risk and resilience factors at the individual level, as well as wider determinants affecting whole communities (Zivin et al., 2011). Research from an international literature review indicated relatively consistent evidence across Europe showing that suicides increased and mental health deteriorated during the 2008 recession (Parmar et al., 2016) - although not in countries with stronger social security systems (Copeland et al., 2015) - and research using data from the European Social Survey 2006–2014 showed that development of depressive feelings was worse among the precariousley employed and economically inactive than for those with unlimited work contracts (Reibling et al., 2017). This is in keeping with a larger evidence base of suicides increased and mental health deteriorated during the 2008 recession (Parmar et al., 2016) - although not in countries with stronger public health provisions (Rees and Cullinan, 2013; Meltzer et al., 2010; Toffolutti and Suhrcke, 2014) rely on information on individuals’ self-reports of health and service use, rather than on independent medical evidence about their use of health care for diagnosed conditions. Available evidence from England suggests that the proportion of people with mental illness who have received care has reduced since 2008 (Docherty and Thornicroft, 2015). Where information on NHS health care use has been examined (Barr et al., 2015) this has been for aggregated populations, rather than at individual level, making it impossible to assess whether associations with area conditions as well as personal attributes and behaviours are significant.

A few studies do focus on local or regional variability in the links between mental illness and economic conditions within the UK. Several of these were reviewed by the Faculty of Public Health (Faculty of Public Health, (undated)). Most relevant to the present research is work by Astell-Burt and Feng (Astell-Burt and Feng, 2013) who examined data for UK regions. The authors distinguished between Strathclyde region (including the city of Glasgow, Scotland’s largest city) and the rest of Scotland for the period to 2010. They used data from the Quarterly Labour Force Survey (in which individuals are followed up for 5 quarterly survey rounds, but not over the longer term). Their study suggests that there were regional differences between Strathclyde and the rest of Scotland in the pattern of change in health during the recession and this underlines the need to make a more detailed analysis of local variation in Scotland to examine which parts of the country need to be given priority in consideration of public mental health and mental health care impacts of the recent economic downturn. We have not identified research in Scotland, for longitudinal cohorts, which has examined whether individuals’ mental health experience is associated with more local variability in local trends in employment. As noted above there is also a lack of studies from other countries using longitudinal approaches (Frasquilho et al., 2016). Our research uses information on employment trends at the scale of Local Authorities to examine the situation regarding the significance of trends in economic inequality for different parts of Scotland.

Reports on mental health care use for the population of Scotland have been produced by NHS Scotland and by Non-Governmental Organizations (eg, Mental Health Foundation, 2016). These suggest some upward trend in prescriptions for certain types of mental illness in the period since 2006 (McTaggart, personal communication, 2016) and comments on how prescription patterns vary according to socio-demographic factors like gender and age (Francis and McTaggart, 2015). It has also been reported (Schofield et al., 2016) that, compared with England and Wales, Scotland has shown a growing excess mortality due to self-harm, allowing for differences in deprivation, and Scottish policies have sought to protect mental health care provision against austerity cuts. It is recognized that more evidence is needed to quantify the nature of the relationship between employment during economic recession and health in the population. A recent policy statement by NHS Health Scotland (NHS Health Scotland, 2015; p6) has called for application of a ‘public mental health approach, which ensures mental health is represented across all policy and works to address the social, environmental and individual determinants of mental health’ and calls for an approach which is ‘universal, yet calibrated to the level of disadvantage… providing action proportionate to the level of need’ in the population’. This report...
NHS Health Scotland (2015; p18) also recommended action to ‘strengthen information systems, evidence and research’, and greater ‘exploration and use of national and local data’ (NHS Health Scotland, 2015; p19). It has also been noted (ScotPHO, 2012) that there is a lack of time trend data showing how mental health has been changing over recent years, which is seen to be a gap in the evidence base to support the public mental health approach.

The conceptual model for this research is summarised diagrammatically in Fig. 1, which draws on the diagram summarising the wider determinants of health first promulgated by Dahlgren and Whitehead (Dahlgren and Whitehead, 1991). Fig. 1 focuses on aspects of the wider determinants of health associated with work and employment, and reflects the idea that employment conditions in the wider regional economy will interact with both local socio-economic conditions in a person’s neighbourhood, and with their individual risk factors for health (particularly sex, age, marital status and whether the person lives alone, their social position and personal employment status). The analysis described below assumes that each of these factors will also have some ‘independent’ relationship with individual health status, given that the person’s health depends on the ‘sum of their experiences’ of individual risk factors, local neighbourhood processes and the changing conditions in their wider socio-economic environment. The question of particular interest here is whether change in the wider economy may directly influence individual psychological health, as well as possibly operating ‘indirectly’ on personal health (through effects on personal risk factors). It is hypothesised, for example (though we cannot test the detailed causal mechanisms here), that one’s perception and experience of recession in the regional economy may generate psychological worry and stress that may directly impact on one’s mental health. For example, research from a UK sample (Heyes et al., 2017) found that the negative wellbeing consequences of dissatisfactions with opportunities to make use of their abilities, and with working hours became more substantial between 2005 and 2012. This suggests that difficult labour market conditions can be damaging for mental health of workers still in employment, as well as those who become unemployed (Kivimäki et al., 2003; Bartley et al., 2011; Bambra, 2011). We explore this point further below in our analysis. If this is the case then (as discussed in the conclusion), policy for mental health care may need to consider wider determinants operating at the scale of regional labour markets, as well as more personal and ‘proximal’ risk factors.

3. Methodology

Our methodology involved the use of information from three types of data, reflecting the key elements shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, we drew on Scottish Longitudinal Study (SLS) information from the census, on over 123,000 individual residents in Scotland, relating to their personal circumstances in 2011. Secondly, (using local census statistical output areas where the members of the SLS were living) we analysed data on neighbourhood socio-economic conditions prevailing in 2001, prior to the onset of the recession. Thirdly, we used information for the Local Authority areas where the SLS sample were living in 2011, categorizing trends in employment for the period 2006–2011. Below we explain how these three types of variables were generated for this analysis and the analytical method used.

3.1. Data from the Scottish longitudinal study on individual mental health and individual risk factors

The SLS provides a valuable resource for work of this type, since it consists of a large (5.3%) representative sample of the Scottish population drawn from population censuses and followed across time since 1991. For this research we have used SLS information for sample members who were included in the 2001 and 2011 censuses and were aged 16–59 years in 2001, since the vast majority of this age group would have been living in Scotland and of working age during the period of interest between 2007 and 2011. For this analysis we include data collected in the population censuses in 2001 and 2011 on: self-reported illness; various individual attributes (comprising demographic and socioeconomic ‘risk factors’ for long term illness).

Information on mental illness was collected in the 2011 population census in Scotland using the following question: ‘Do you have any of the following conditions which have lasted, or are expected to last, at least 12 months?’ – followed by a multiple choice question about long standing health problems the person might have experienced, with a list of options including: ‘Mental Health Condition’. The measure of mental illness in this study therefore relates to perception of health at one time point, at the end of the period studied and is based on self-assessment. Some of those reporting a mental health condition may have been experiencing mental illness since before 2007. Figure A in Electronic Appendix A summarises the relationship between self-reporting of mental illness and of long term health conditions more generally. It shows that while there is some association between these two indicators they are distinct. This accords with results reported by Cohen et al. (1995).

Our analysis took into account information derived from the SLS on individual risk factors for mental health conditions that are widely reported in the literature, including the publications reviewed above, and in information published for Scotland on prescription of drugs commonly used to treat mental health conditions (Gronowski and McNicol, 2017). We included sex (in view of the greater prevalence of mental illness among women), and age in years. Other research on different types of long term illness may use a squared function of age to reflect increasing risk of many chronic conditions in older age groups. However this was not appropriate here since preliminary tests on the data analysed (not reported in detail here) showed that (as in other published studies on mental illness) risk of reporting a mental health condition increases from younger adulthood into middle age, before declining in older age. We also included information for 2011 on the person’s individual and family circumstances which might vary over time. Data for 2011 were used in order to control for conditions which were prevalent in 2011 when self-reported mental health was recorded. These ‘individual’ variables included their marital status and whether they lived alone, because those who are not in marital relationships (especially among men) and those who live alone are at greater risk of mental illness. Individual socioeconomic status in 2011 was included since those in lower social status groups are more at risk of mental health conditions. Our social class measure is based on widely used classifications derived from type of occupation, ranging from Grade 1, Professional groups to Grade 5, Unskilled Manual workers (Individual income is not recorded in population censuses in the UK). We also included information on whether the person was recorded as unemployed and looking for work in 2011. This was used to assess whether the impact of being out of work at this stage of the economic recession would account for variation in mental health associated with labour market trends.
3.2. Data on the local socio-economic conditions prevailing in the person’s place of residence before the economic recession

The SLS records place of residence for the individuals in the study at each census. This meant that we were able to establish a ‘baseline’ indicator of the level of poverty in the person’s neighbourhood in 2001, before the recession started to take effect. This is theoretically necessary in order to control for impacts of the local socio-economic conditions that the person would have been experiencing before the recession. The indicator used is the Carstairs Index of socio-economic deprivation, which has been recommended over other local socio-economic indicators for research on inequalities in health in Scotland (Fischbacher, undated). This comprises information on four proxy measures of deprivation: low occupational social class, lack of car ownership, overcrowding and male unemployment. We considered the potential to include data on trends in deprivation (Norman, 2015) for small localities (Scottish Output Areas) 2007–2011, similar to those relating to employment for Local Authorities, discussed below. However, Carstairs Deprivation indicators can only be generated for Output Area (OA) of residence in census years (2001 and 2011). At the time when the data were set up for this study, year on year indicators, taking into account residual mobility measured at this scale, and OA boundary changes, were not available for the period of interest, 2007–2011.

3.3. Data on local authority labour market trends, linked to the SLS

Scotland is divided administratively into 32 Local Authority areas for local government. These areas approximate quite closely to ‘travel to work’ areas in Scotland and in this study they are used as proxy definitions of labour market areas, for assessment of local variation in labour market trends. Local Authority areas are also of special interest as they are the units within which local health and social care planning is carried out. Data on employment rates in Local Authorities (NOMIS - Official Labour Market Statistics, Office for National Statistics, at Durham University) were linked to the SLS members according to their place of residence in 2011. Temporal variation in area conditions may not follow ‘linear’ trends, so we used trajectory modelling analysis (Nagin and Odgers, 2010) to capture spatial variation in complex temporal trends. Using software designed to run as a Stata programme (Jones and Nagin, 2013), we classified the 32 local authorities in Scotland according to trends in employment rates 2007–2011. We found that employment trajectories in local authorities during the recent recession have varied across Scotland during the period and we identified four groups of local authorities showing different trajectories of change in employment rate, as shown in Fig. 2. In the analysis reported below, these four trajectory categories are used as indicators of the local economic impact of the recession that began to affect the UK and other countries globally since 2007.

We report results of multilevel logistic regression on individual SLS members aged 16–59 years in 2001. The analysis was designed to assess the association between reporting of a mental health condition in 2011 (the dependent variable) and the type of employment trajectory in the person’s local authority of residence, after controlling for the other individual/neighbourhood risk factors. The binary dependent variable for our analysis indicated: whether a mental illness was reported in 2011. To test the association between individually reported mental health conditions and area trends in employment, we conducted multi-level, multivariate logistic regression using the Stata ‘melogit’ programme. The analysis also controls for the other variables summarised above (sex, age, marital status in 2011, whether the person lived alone in 2011, socio-economic position, whether unemployed in 2011, and decile categories of the Carstairs measure of deprivation for the area of residence in 2001). The levels of analysis included were the individual and the local authority in which they were living. For this analysis, the Carstairs indicator of deprivation in the person’s immediate neighbourhood has been treated as an individual level indicator. In addition, we ran a sensitivity test for the impact of migration between local authorities, using a stratified analysis which includes only those living in the same Local Authority in 2001 and 2011. This does not control for all residential mobility, but it does suggest some confirmation that the relationships reported below were unlikely to have arisen from ‘health selective’ migration of individuals between local authorities. See Table A, Electronic Appendix A.

4. Results

4.1. Distribution of the SLS members in areas with varying labour market trajectories

We report results of analyses on over 120,000 individuals from the SLS aged between 16 and 59 years in 2001 for whom relevant data were available. Table 1 summarises the geographical distribution of 124,586 individuals who were recorded in the 2001 and 2011 census. Their area of residence in 2011 is classified according to the 4 ‘Groups’ of local authorities identified in the trajectory modelling. The majority were living in area Groups 1 or 2, which include the more urbanised parts of Southern Scotland, while a smaller proportion were in Groups 3 and 4, mainly located in the highlands and islands to the north of the country (Fig. 2). The analyses reported below used Group 1 as the reference, including about 31% of the sample. This Group includes 9 local authorities, including the city of Glasgow and surrounding areas, and the graph in Fig. 2 shows that employment rates were relatively low and stable throughout the period studied. Glasgow is known to be a part of the country which, over a long period, has been shown to be relatively disadvantaged in terms of levels of deprivation and poor health, as compared with the rest of Scotland and the UK. About 51% of the sample were in areas in Group 2, which includes a diverse Group of 16 local authorities, including Edinburgh, another major urban centre in the country. As indicated in Fig. 2, this Group of areas had relatively high employment rates at the start of the period 2007–2011, but showed a significant decline and was beginning to approach the low levels seen in Glasgow by the end of the period. Those living in areas
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The analysis reported in Table 3 is for 123,804 individuals aged 16–59 in 2001 for whom data were available on all the variables used in the analysis. The odds ratios and probability coefficients indicate significant associations of self-reported mental illness with the individual risk factors. This corresponds to findings published in the literature reviewed above. Women have a higher odds ratio of reporting a mental health condition than men. The relationship with age suggests that those in the oldest age groups have a lower risk than those who are younger (reflecting other research suggesting that the risk tends to peak around 40–50 years and decline thereafter). The odds ratio of a mental health condition is significantly associated with social class, and risk is markedly higher for those in the most disadvantaged grades (4 and 5) compared with the most privileged class (grade 1). Compared with those who are married, people in other marital status categories (with the exception of widowhood) have a greater odds ratio of a mental health condition. Those living alone also have a significantly higher risk. It is interesting to note that those who were unemployed in 2011 have a slightly lower odds ratio (after controlling for the other variables) but this is not a significant association. Compared with the least deprived areas, there is a significantly positive association of risk with increasing decile ranks of the Carstairs deprivation indicator in the place where the person lived in 2001. This shows that the analysis is at least partly controlling for area deprivation and unemployment experienced prior to the recent recession.

In terms of the main question addressed here, the result for the association with the employment trajectory of one’s LA of residence is of particular interest. This shows that, compared with residents in LAs in Group 1, those in areas classed in Groups 3 and 4 have a significantly lower odds ratio of reporting a mental illness (0.83 and 0.56 respectively). Compared with Group 1, the odds ratio is slightly, but not significantly lower (0.92) for those in group 2 (where the employment rate started at a relatively high level, similar to Group 3, but trended downwards during the recession to approach the conditions in Group 1). The significant chi-squared indicator showed that there is significant variation at the level of the local authority of residence, which is not all accounted for by the predictor variables included in the analysis.

Table 4 reports results of a similar analysis carried out on a sub-sample of 121,335 people, excluding those who were unemployed and seeking work in 2011. This explores the idea that actually being unemployed is not the only factor that might generate stress for those in areas where employment rates are low or falling. The results for the association with LA employment trajectory are very similar to those in Table 3. This shows that the relationship with area employment trend holds significantly for those who were not unemployed in 2011.

Table A in an electronic appendix shows similar results for a similar model to that presented in Table 4, for a stratified group of the individuals analysed, who were recorded as living in the same local authority in 2001 and 2011. The results are consistent with those in Table 3 and Table 4.

5. Discussion and conclusion

Our findings are of relevance to the international research agendas reviewed above and particularly underline the need for a longitudinal perspective on the health impacts of recession, and the value of a perspective which is sensitive to variations in socio-economic determinants at various geographical scales. We comment below on possible interpretations of our findings regarding the impacts of recession on mental health, the policy significance of these results and on the scope for further analysis to address some of the limitations of the work to date.

This needs to be prefaced by a caveat regarding the limitations of this analysis. We have noted some limitations in the indicator of mental health condition used in this research. This may be an indicator of relatively severe mental illness which was having a significant impact on the person over a protracted period, although further research is needed to test this. It is also important for this study that the indicator has only been collected in one population census to date. It would be valuable to use the question in a subsequent census or large longitudinal population survey to assess whether it could be used to indicate change in mental health over time. Another limitation of the research is that we have not fully controlled for residential migration in this analysis, and this may have caused variation in experience of local conditions for individuals in this study. This is important since several studies, including some reviewed above, suggest that experience of local conditions over the lifecourse may have significance for health (Boyle et al., 2004; Curtis et al., 2003; Norman and Boyle, 2014). It is therefore feasible that over time individuals move between locations with distinct geographical contexts such as local levels of unemployment. We also note that if migration was selective (Norman et al., 2005) in relation to employment status, this might also have influenced the trends in employment rates that we used to classify local authorities. (However we do control...
for local neighbourhood risk factors pertaining to 2001, which might have affected individual mental health prior to the recession period of interest in this study, and we report in Appendix Table A a simple sensitivity test for possible effect of residential migration on the results, in light of which our findings do not change.)

We would also emphasise that the outcome of the trajectory modelling procedure, that generated the classification of area employment trends used here, depends on the ways that the modelling is specified, so that alternative definitions of employment trend could be considered. Other aspects of Local Authority geography (for example rurality) may also show an association with the employment trend classification, so that it is possible that employment rate in itself is not the underlying causal variable accounting for the associations shown here.

We also considered the potential to include data on trends in deprivation for OAs 2007–2011, eg: as applied for English LSOAs (Norman and Riva, 2012; Norman, 2015), similar to those relating to employment for Local Authorities, discussed below. However, Carstairs deprivation indicators are available only for 2001 and 2011 (and for earlier decennial census years). Year on year indicators were not available for this project for the whole period 2001–2011. SLS data on OA of residence in 2001 and 2011 available for this study did not allow us to fully control for change in OA boundaries over time.

Bearing in mind these limitations, our findings seem to lend support to the idea that the trend in employment over time (as an aspect of the life course of a place) has significance for mental health. This association is independent of the individual’s personal employed or unemployed status (and in fact our analysis suggests that, controlling for other factors, being unemployed was not associated with greater risk of a mental health condition). The results seem consistent with the idea put forward by authors reviewed above that stress and anxiety for those in work (which may be exacerbated due to labour market conditions during a recession) may be at least as important for mental health as the experience of being unemployed. Also, people who are not unemployed themselves, but are living in households where another household member becomes unemployed may be impacted indirectly by reductions in employment levels. It is interesting to note that the risk of a mental health condition was lower for people living in the two groups of areas that maintained relatively high and steady levels of employment. In contrast, those in areas where employment trend is inversely low throughout the period.

A large literature has drawn attention to the relatively disadvantaged health status of the population in areas such as Glasgow, in Group 1 (Norman et al., 2011)). This emphasis on the ‘Glasgow effect’ has recently begun to be criticised, however, as an over-simplification of the pattern of health inequality in Scotland. Our results may also suggest that commentaries focussing strongly on the idea of the ‘Glasgow effect’ may not fully describe the pattern of mental health inequality in Scotland. Here we see that mental health of those in the group of areas including Glasgow and nearby areas was not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor variables</th>
<th>category</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>P &gt;</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sex (reference = male)</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>1.280</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age recorded in 2001</td>
<td>age in years</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−6.56</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social grade 2011 (reference = 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.493</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.378</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.880</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>29.31</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>5.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employment status 2011 (ref = not unemployed)</td>
<td>unemployed</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>−1.89</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marital status 2011 reference = married</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>1.649</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>separated</td>
<td>2.117</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>divorced</td>
<td>1.893</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>widowed</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>−1.14</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether lived alone 2011 (ref = lives with other(s)</td>
<td>lives alone</td>
<td>1.968</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carstairs deprivation indicator LSOA (deciles) (reference = 1; least deprived)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.346</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.353</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.502</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.591</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.778</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.013</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.983</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.354</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most Deprived 10</td>
<td>2.663</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>13.93</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA employment trajectory group (reference = 1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>−1.54</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>−2.59</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>−2.92</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>−43.75</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random-effects Parameters</th>
<th>Est</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>95% confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ctydis: Identity var(_cons)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LR test vs. logistic regression: chibar2(01) = 22.12 Prob ≥ chibar2 = 0.0000.

Notes on specification of regression model:
Mix-effects logistic regression.
Number of observations = 123804.
Group variable: Local Authority.
Number of groups = 32.
Observations per group: minimum = 497 average = 3868.9 maximum = 11683.
Integration points = 7 Wald chi2(16) = 4552.95.
Log likelihood = −23577.93 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000.
significantly worse than in other areas, classed in Group 2. In contrast, our findings tend to draw attention more strongly towards a possible, beneficial ‘highlands and islands effect’, relating to conditions associated with comparatively good mental health. We suggest that more research needs to be carried out on what may make mental health in these northerly parts of Scotland more resilient to potential economic threats during the recent recession. This question is the focus of further research which we are undertaking at present.

We are also extending this analysis by linking the SLS participants data to prescriptions provided by the National Health Service for mental disorders, in order to capture information on medical treatment of mental health conditions over time. This will help to address some of the limitations associated with the self-reported mental health indicator used in this study.

In terms of policy significance, therefore, we conclude that our research underlines that public health policy to address the potential impacts of deprivation and economic downturn in Scotland should include consideration of what may be sub-regional variability and perhaps rather different processes determining mental health in different parts of the country. Future research should also explore the role of austerity policies and their uneven socio-spatial impacts on both employment (e.g. due to public service workforce cuts) and mental health (e.g. via reductions in welfare benefits). Our findings also contribute to theoretical and empirical agendas in health geography by demonstrating the importance of research that takes a longitudinal perspective and focusses on changing conditions in places as well as in individual circumstances of people.
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